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RadPath: a Platform for Integrating 
Information in Cancer diagnosis
Misalignment in diagnoses from radiology and pathology during cancer diagnosis can complicate 
the task of determining appropriate treatment. In particular, in the field of lung cancer, we have 
found that defining and measuring concordance between radiology and pathology is challenging 
[1] and can cause confusion for physicians who must aggregate and comprehend the diagnostic 
information in order to provide treatment. The goal of the project described in this article was 
to create an electronic platform, called RadPath, to efficiently integrate diagnostic findings from 
radiology and pathology, and proactively review them to ensure that downstream physicians 
receive a single, coherent, diagnostic message with information from both specialties. 

SYSTEM ovERvIEw

We designed the RadPath system to integrate salient infor-
mation documented during the diagnostic process into a single, 
interactive report [2]. The first step in this process was to discuss 
possible information sources, and the specific data elements 
within each source that should be highlighted. This discussion 
included considering the diagnostic importance of each data 
element (e.g., the Impression section versus the Technique sec-
tion in a radiology report), as well as the temporal nature of the 
data source (e.g., pathology reports amended with molecular 
results).  After deciding on a data prioritization, we developed 
an interface that would highlight high-priority data elements, 
but also make all elements easily accessible with minimal mouse 
clicks. Consideration was also given to legal implications of cre-
ating a web-based integrated report, and as a result, statements 
were added to clarify for users that a RadPath report consists of 
multiple clinical reports that may be accessed separately via our 
electronic health record (EHR). Additionally, a printable version 
of the report that contains all of the information available in the 
interactive web version is stored in our EHR’s document server.

As a result of our design process, we developed the RadPath 
report shown in Figure 1. The report consists of three panels: 
Correlation, Pathology, and Radiology. The information in each 
panel defaults to data points deemed high priority (e.g., Final 
Diagnosis), but also allows the user to select different informa-
tion via a tabular design. The Radiology and Pathology panels 
structure previously acquired information, including diagnoses, 
findings, and key images. The Correlation panel synthesizes the 
findings and diagnoses from the previous radiology and pathol-
ogy studies into an integrated recommendation. For example, 

if both radiology and pathology diagnoses are in alignment, 
the Correlation component conveys that the two diagnostic 
areas are in agreement regarding the diagnosis of the suspi-
cious nodule. However, if diagnoses are conflicting, or if there 
is additional contextual information that can aid the referring 
physician, the Correlation panel highlights how previous study 
results are not aligned, and may recommend a subsequent 
action (e.g., repeat biopsy). The three information panels are 
created in semi-automatic fashion with physicians in the loop.

RadPath reports may be initiated by either a radiologist or a 
pathologist. To begin a report, a physician logs into the online 
RadPath system and enters the medical record number of the 
patient undergoing diagnosis. Depending on the user (e.g., radi-
ologist vs. pathologist), the RadPath system then pulls a relevant 
set of reports. The physician selects the report(s) relevant to the 
current case, which are then automatically structured by Rad-
Path to highlight salient information. The system also retrieves 
key images based on mentions in report text. For example, when 
a radiologist mentions a key image in the diagnostic report (e.g., 
mentioning a key image in terms of series-slice, such as “4-45”), 
RadPath will pull the image from our PACS and convert it 
into a compressed format for display. The structured report 
is then displayed to the physician, who has the opportunity to 
refine the presentation of information or correct any structur-
ing mistakes. Typically, the pathologist will initiate the RadPath 
report, and once the pathology side of the report is completed, 
the radiologist is notified via email that a report is pending their 
approval. The radiologist then logs into the system, reviews the 
previous generated diagnostic information from both radiology 
and pathology, and then completes the Correlation panel. It is 
important to note that previous reports pulled and structured 
by the system are immutable in terms of their information 
content. The only place where new information may be added 
to the RadPath report is in the Correlation panel. When the 
report is finalized, a message is sent to the referring physician 
notifying him/her of the report’s availability. The report is acces-
sible through hyperlinks that appear in the diagnostic radiology 
and pathology studies. The hyperlinks appear under a “RadPath 
Integrated Report” heading, and direct the user to the RadPath 
application web server.
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 DISCUSSIoN
During the implementation process 

there were several challenges we encoun-
tered. First, we had to decide if the radi-
ologist or the pathologist should complete 
the Correlation panel. After discussion, 
it was concluded that it is primarily the 
radiology side that would be adding addi-
tional context to the case (e.g., reflecting 
on the pathology diagnosis having knowl-
edge of the biopsy procedure), and that 
therefore completing the Correlation panel 
would be radiology’s responsibility. Next, 
there was a need to specify the radiologist 
who should be responsible for generating 
RadPath reports. There was debate as to 
whether it should be the diagnostic radi-
ologist or the interventional radiologist 
(IR) who performed the tissue sampling. 
Ultimately, it was felt that the IR would be 
most appropriate given his/her first-hand 
knowledge of the interventional procedure. 
Finally, there were concerns from physi-
cians regarding “correcting” the previous 
diagnoses from their colleagues during cor-
relation. These concerns were ameliorated 
through the implementation of a drop-
down list of structured Correlation and 
Action items [see Figure 1] that allow the 

RadPath radiologist to select pre-formatted 
statements. However, there is always the 
flexibility to provide free-text comments.

The RadPath report is currently being 
used to support lung cancer diagnosis, 
with plans to support prostate cancer 
diagnosis in the near future. Adding addi-
tional diagnostic areas requires revisiting 
steps in the design phase, and specify-
ing priority information elements. Over 
the first year the system was deployed, 
60 reports were created. On average, each 
report requires 128 seconds from the radi-
ologist and 93 seconds from the patholo-
gist to complete. To gauge the utility of the 
RadPath report to downstream users, we 
conducted a survey of two surgeons, one 
oncologist, and two pulmonologists. Sur-
vey results indicated that RadPath reports 
are helpful tools, and that the Correlation 
panel is especially useful when additional 
diagnostic actions are suggested. Further-
more, one of the biggest advantages for 
downstream physicians using the RadPath 
system is that they no longer must hunt 
through the medical record to find each 
individual report of relevance to a case, as 
it now all appears succinctly in one inter-
active web page.

CoNCLUSIoN
RadPath is being deployed to a larger 

user base and extended to additional diag-
nostic domains. In addition, new features are 
being added to the system, including sup-
port for semi-automatic correlation using 
natural language processing and quantita-
tive research diagnostics developed though 
large-scale analyses of our institution’s data 
warehouse. With the increasing complexity 
of medical diagnostics that require a team-
based approach to implement, the RadPath 
system provides a platform for expediting 
information sharing and communication 
between physicians during cancer diag-
nosis. Future work will expand RadPath’s 
capability to include treatment information, 
enabling the visualization of temporal dis-
ease information and therapy response.
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FigUre 1. Overview of RadPath integrated report.


